
FORGE  
YOUR  
OWN PATH

THE KIMBERLEY KARAVAN



TAKE LUXURY  
WHERE YOU’VE NEVER  
BEEN BEFORE 

IT STARTED IN THE KIMBERLEY
There are few places in Australia that evoke the spirit 
of the rugged outdoor experience than the Kimberley in 
north-Western Australia, an expanse of nearly 500,000 
square kilometres of rugged ranges, limestones 
cliffs, dramatic gorges, arid expanses and untouched  
coastline. 

Access is difficult and paved roads are few. This is the 
sunburnt continent at its most brutal and most beautiful.

So, it’s no surprise that the idea for Kimberley Kampers 
was hatched on a camping trip to this distant region 
with the dream of helping adventurous spirits find and 
enjoy their own space in safety and comfort. 

Kimberley Kampers was born. Built to withstand the 
demands and challenges of the Kimberley but with 
the comforts and convenience of home.

After 25 years, we’re still forging new paths.

QUALITY WITH A ‘K”
The first Kimberley Kamper rolled out of the factory in 
1994. And it’s still rolling, and rolling strong. 

Since then, over 8,000 Kimberley Kampers, Karavans 
and Kruisers have been sold to passionate owners 
across Australia and 17 countries worldwide. 

Over 95% of these units are still in use today.

But perhaps the most gratifying part is that over 45% 
of owners trade up to a new Kimberley Kamper when 
the time comes to upgrade. 

That’s loyalty! And it speaks volumes of the dedication 
to quality and innovation that’s put into every Kimberley 
Kamper, every day, since 1994.

For over 25 years, Kimberley Kampers has been at the forefront of off-road and off-grid 
camping and continues to forge new paths in the design, innovation, ruggedness and  
construction of campers, hybrids and caravans. At Kimberley Kampers, we help you take 
luxury where you’ve never been before.



With the birth of Australia’s first genuine expanding Hybrid, the amazingly versatile Kimberley 
Karavan will go anywhere your tow vehicle will go. 

Experience the luxurious comforts of a Kimberley Kruiser, and compact Off-Road agility of the 
light weight Kimberley Kamper... with the all-in-one package of the Kimberley Karavan!

OFF ROAD HYBRID CAMPER TRAILERS

KIMBERLEY KARAVAN

SLEEPING FOR 2 PEOPLE 1 X QUEENSIZE BED



KARAVAN CLASSIC 
The Karavan Classic gives you the driveability 
of our Kamper and the hard walled comfort of 
a Kruiser in one sleek package. Sleeping up to 
6 makes it the ideal way to take your family to 
places you’ve only dreamed of, and setting up 
camp is just a button push away.

TOP FEATURES 
 Air Suspension of individual airbags
 Class leading external stainless galley kitchen
 From 125-600 amps of lithium batteries
 132L internal 12V fridge & freezer
 Lightweight, high end moulded bench tops
 Efficient induction cooktop

KARAVAN ECO-SUITE 
Our Karavan Eco-Suite brings you the balance 
of manoeuvrability and space of our Karavan 
Classic, but with a more of the creature com-
forts you prefer for extended travel times. The 
Eco-Suite makes you as perfectly at home in 
the mountains as it does in the outback.

TOP FEATURES 
 World class independent renewable energy 

systems
 Hot-dipped galvanised chassis
 Indoor & outdoor kitchen
 All new swing-away toilet and full size shower
 190L+ of water in 2 tanks
 Market specific SMART chargers and inverters

COMPARE OUR KARAVANS

SLEEPING FOR 4 PEOPLE 1 X QUEENSIZE BED
2 X SINGLE BEDS



SLEEPING FOR 8 PEOPLE 1 X QUEENSIZE BED
2 X SINGLE BEDS
1 X BUNK BEDS

SLEEPS up to 6 people
TARE  from 1680kg
ATM  2495kg
DRAWBAR 140-260kg

Travel height with 31.5” tyres. 
Travel and storage heights vary 
with wheel size.

5190L x 1910W x 2100H (mm)

6510L x 1910W x 3085H (mm)



CLASS-LEADING FEATURES

LIGHT WEIGHT
MERLIN SPACE SOLAR
Super-light at only 2mm thick, 80% lighter than 
glass. Up to 600W at over 30% efficiency and 
x50 more durable vs Bus-Bar technology. 

INDUCTION COOKTOP
Super-fast and efficient. Combines 1800W’s 
of power with auto temp control. Perfect in 
high wind. Boil in 3 mins or leave on slow 
cook safely. 

AIR-CONDITIONING  
Roof Top or under bunk systems. Ultimate 
efficiency: can run on batteries from inverter. 
Replenish power with solar. 

UNDERBED MEMBRANE HEATER
Add a Di-electric12V membrane heater dries 
out bed moisture, eliminates sources of  
allergies.

BLUETOOTH LITHIUM BATTERIES
Up to 600Ahrs available. Charge at twice the 
speed from solar controller. Can drop to 10%. 

SMART ENERGY

ACTUATOR LIFTING SYSTEM  
The Karavan lifts with a remote controlled 
12V actuator with a manual wind backup. 
Worm drive means no risk of uncontrolled drop. 

QUICK SETUP

NO TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
All of our campers are made from high grade 
alloy, high molecular weight thermoplastic, 
marine-grade stainless steel and hot dipped 
galvanised steel giving higher strength-to-
weight and maximum weather resistance.

STRONGER. LIGHTER. TOUGHER.
Computer Aided Design (CAD) guides our laser 
cutters to produce our unique interlocking tabs 
joinery system adding strength whilst removing 
weight.

LITHIUM BATTERY TECHNOLOGY
We use only lithium batteries which are 75% 
lighter and more durable than AGM lead acid 
equivalents. Allows you to go further off-grid, 
for longer, but still in touch and in comfort. 

WIRING LOOMS & HARNESSES
CAN Bus systems for all looms and harnesses, 
reducing overall wiring weight by around 8kgs 
and ensuring connections stay strong for 
off-road conditions.

WATERLESS TOILET
8kgs maximum weight. Saves 110kgs weight 
over maceration toilet.



SWING OUT FIBREGLASS ENSUITE 
Light and airy with overhead fan, toilet, and 
shower in one. Swing the toilet out the way 
for a full size hot shower - quick and easy. 

HASSLE-FREE WATERLESS TOILET
Comfortable for 80 uses, no smell, no dumping 
station needed, automatic. Clean technology. 

DIESEL HOT WATER AND AIR HEATER
Hot water & heater: Safe and economical. 
Hot water on Demand. 12L diesel lasts for 
months. 

WIRELESS ELECTRICAL PLUG – WiTi 
No more dropped cables, added protection 
with GPS tracking and sensor alarms - reduce 
insurance bills. 

SMART TOUCH PLUS
NEW Gorilla Glass high definition display 
batteries, water tank levels in every model. 
Solar, Inverter, Fridge and Freezer temp and 
power on selected models. Smart phone 
App. Bluetooth® connected. 

OUTSIDE COOK’S KITCHEN
Outside stainless steel sink with hot water, 
selection of BBQ, WEBER or 2 burner cooker 
options. 

SATELLITE CONNECTION
Rugged German 85cm automatic access. 
Escape the city without losing your favourite 
shows. Market conditions apply.

FAST INTERNET & GPS
Stay connected with superfast 4G + GPS.  
Aerial technology closing gap of coverage 
and boosted repeater station access. Auto 
tracking and theft alert software.

HI TECH COMFORT

WATER 3 WAYS
Twin tanks, Twin fillers, Twin pumps, Twin 
circuits, plus front stored Jerry cans. 

STRAIGHT FROM STREAM
With our innovative visi-flow special option,  
bypass the water tanks and pump directly 
from any water source. Hot water system 
uses heat exchanger allowing for varying 
water temperatures.

WATERLESS TOILET
No heavy blackwater to carry, no freshwater to 
keep in reserve. No fresh water supply needed.

VALUABLE WATER

LOWEST WEIGHT
Custom air springs, vented disc brakes, 
mono-tube shocks: lowest weight to 
keep rubber on the road for safest towing  
performance. 

SUPER POWERS
Electronic Vented brakes @ 1200psi have 
twice the stopping power of electric drum 
brakes. One touch parking brake. 

LEVEL HEADED
Air glide over corrugations. Adjust travel height 
for best towing stability. Raise/lower controls to 
level your campsite…. All by remote control. 

POWER OF MONO-TUBE
Big 2” mono-tube off-road racing shocks 
give a softer ride and corrugation protection.  
Upgrade available to Kings Racing Shocks

MATCHING WHEELS & DISC HUBS
With one flat tyre, you will head for the nearest 
town. With matching wheels stay on track 
and rest easy.

SUPERIOR SUSPENSION



KIMBERLEY KAMPERS 
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sales@kkhq.com.au 
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